Join us for an evening to celebrate organizations, individuals and corporations committed to advancing the civil rights of those with disabilities.

This special event supports DRLC’s essential legal services and honors our shared vision for a more inclusive society.

hosted at
20TH CENTURY FOX STUDIOS
10201 W PICO BLVD
LOS ANGELES

PURCHASE TICKETS AT THEDRLC.ORG/FDR2019
TICKETS

INDIVIDUAL TICKETS: $500
STUDENT TICKETS: $300

SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES

BASIC: $3,000
- 8 TICKETS
  LISTED AS SPONSOR IN AD JOURNAL

BRONZE: $5,000
- 12 TICKETS
  FULL PAGE AD IN AD JOURNAL

SILVER: $10,000
- 18 TICKETS
  PREMIUM AD IN AD JOURNAL
  RECOGNITION ON EVENT SIGNAGE

GOLD: $15,000
- 25 TICKETS
  PREMIUM AD IN AD JOURNAL
  RECOGNITION ON EVENT SIGNAGE
  ACCESS TO VIP RECEPTION BEFORE EVENT

PLATINUM: $25,000
- 25 TICKETS
  FULL PAGE AD INSIDE FRONT OR BACK COVER OF AD JOURNAL
  RECOGNITION ON EVENT SIGNAGE
  ACCESS TO VIP RECEPTION BEFORE EVENT
  OPTIONAL BRANDED GIVEAWAY
  PRE-EVENT TOUR OF VENUE
  OPPORTUNITY TO INTRODUCE Awardee

PREMIUM: $50,000
- 40 TICKETS
  FULL PAGE AD INSIDE FRONT OR BACK COVER OF AD JOURNAL
  RECOGNITION ON EVENT SIGNAGE
  ACCESS TO VIP RECEPTION BEFORE EVENT
  OPTIONAL BRANDED GIVEAWAY
  PRE-EVENT TOUR OF VENUE
  OPPORTUNITY TO INTRODUCE Awardee
  OPPORTUNITY TO DELIVER OPENING REMARKS

PURCHASE TICKETS AT THEDRLC.ORG/FDR2019
OR CONTACT JORDAN KOUGH AT JORDAN.KOUGH@DRLCENTER.ORG